Declaration of US California Proposition 65 Act Compliance

All LabJack products are compliant with the U.S. California Proposition 65 Act. The following is a complete list of all the LabJack products at this time:

U12, U12-NTH, U12-PH
U3-HV, U3-LV, U3-HV-OEM, U3-LV-OEM
U6, U6-Pro, U6-OEM, U6-Pro-OEM
UE9, UE9-Pro
T4, T4-OEM
T7, T7-Pro, T7-OEM, T7-Pro-OEM
CB15, CB25, CB37
EB37
LJTick-### (all variants)
MUX80, MUX80-OEM
PS12DC
RB12

Compliant to the CA PROP 65 Act, our electronic assemblies do not contain any of the substances of concern as described by the subject legislation. A listing of these substances can be found online at the link: https://oehha.ca.gov/proposition-65/proposition-65-list

Compliance is based on statements or declarations given by manufacturers & suppliers of parts used in these assemblies.

Note that for CA Proposition 65, this statement is based on production sourcing at the time of this writing. It can take time (~months) for the components sourced at this moment to make their way to a complete assembly provided to an end user.
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